TOOLS NEEDED:
• Level
• Screws, 1" good exterior grade
• Cordless screwdriver
• Plastic shims
• Masonry adhesive
• Exterior grade caulk to match color of cap
• Caulk gun

CARTON CONTENTS:
Each box contains 4 corner pieces that are offset and can go around 4", 6" and 8" posts.

INSTALLATION VIDEO:
See how easy the Durata EZ Column Wrap is to install:
youtube/dLY_7EH-3ME

START:
1. Ensure EZ Column Wrap is installed on a flat and hard service – concrete or crushed stone.
2. Line up first corner piece around the post, using the footprint of 14” square to line up. You can put all 4 pieces together to get outline of footprint of column: 14” x 14” square.
3. Secure first corner piece by screwing top brick tie into post.
4. Put masonry adhesive on horizontal and vertical offsets.
5. Fit second corner piece into first piece and secure by screwing top brick tie to post.
6. Put masonry adhesive on horizontal and vertical offsets.
7. Fit third corner piece into second piece and secure by screwing top brick tie to post.
8. Put masonry adhesive on horizontal and vertical offsets.
9. Fit forth corner piece into third piece and secure by screwing top brick tie to post.
10. Now put level on first column wrap to make sure position is level.
11. If not level, use plastic shims to level out.
12. Put masonry adhesive around top of the first column wrap.
13. Repeat the column wrap process for all 4 corners as defined above.
14. Continue this pattern one foot at a time up to 8 feet in height.
15. Put masonry adhesive on top of column wrap and secure 2-piece cap.
16. Lastly, caulk any gaps between the post/column and top cap piece with proper colored caulk to match cap.

PROPER MAINTENANCE:
Use only water and a soft brush to clean Durata EZ Column Wrap components. DO NOT CLEAN OR RINSE USING A POWER WASHER.